SBTCV Open show results
Katrina Coulson - Lilrock
Entry: 83 Dogs: 36 Bitches: 46

CLASS IN SHOW RESULTS
BIS CH USHERIN IMPERIAL BLACK PEARL
RUBIS KOENDIDDA ONYA BIRRI
Best dog KOENDIDDA ONYA BIRRI
Runner up best dog CH WILDBUNCH COSMIC RUMBLE
Best bitch CH USHERIN IMPERIAL BLACK PEARL
Runner up best bitch ZAHARASTAFF ESMAY
Baby in Show

CALOJO MORE BANG FOR
YA BUCK (AI)

Minor in Show

TIAMOSTAFF ARABIAN
NIGHT

Puppy in Show

KABERE FAITH TRUST N
ANGELDUST

Junior in Show

KABERE GOT MY GAME
FACE ON

Intermediate in
Show

KOENDIDDA ONYA BIRRI

Aus Bred in Show

ZERACIOUS SECOND TO
NONE

Open in Show

CH USHERIN IMPERIAL
BLACK PEARL

Neuter in Show

NEUT CH KIMBASTAFF
DOOIN IT SOLO

Opp
Baby in Show
Opp
Minor in Show
Opp
Puppy in Show
Opp
Junior in Show
Opp
Intermediate in
Show
Opp Aus
Bred in Show
Opp
Open in Show
Opp
Neuter in Show

ANVILHART A VESTERED
INTEREST
KIMBASTAFF CREATING
KAOS
YAKINDOW RATTLE AND
HUM
NEWORDER STEP BACK
IN TIME

ZAHARASTAFF ESMAY

PEPSTAFF HOW U LIKE
ME NOW
CH WILDBUNCH COSMIC
RUMBLE
CHARMSTAFF CAST A
SPELL ON YOU CA

Place Results
Baby dog (4,0)
ANVILHART A VESTERED INTEREST
BORSTAFF JACK NONE REACHER
USHERIN STEADY ON TEDDY
Minor dog (2,0)
KIMBASTAFF CREATING KAOS
ANVILHART CAN HARDLY WAIT
Puppy dog (2,0)
YAKINDOW RATTLE AND HUM
SWANKY MASTER OF MISCHIEF (AI)
Junior dog (7,0)
KABERE GOT MY GAME FACE ON
LESARA COOL ASSASSIN
OSLEYA BET YOUR BOOTS
Intermediate dog (5,2)

Baby bitch (12,0)
CALOJO MORE BANG FOR YA BUCK (AI)
USHERIN WHATS POPPIN
ANVILHART WHAT YOU WISH FOR
Minor bitch (3,1)
TIAMOSTAFF ARABIAN NIGHT
KIMBASTAFF JAZZ IT UP AT POWERPAWS
Puppy bitch (2,0)
KABERE FAITH TRUST N ANGELDUST
TRYLOU TIGER ELLIE
Junior bitch (5,0)
NEWORDER STEP BACK IN TIME
ANVILHART OOPSIE WHOOPSIE
LESARA DOIN IT IN STYLE
Intermediate bitch (5,2)

KOENDIDDA ONYA BIRRI
USHERIN COVER OF DARKNESS
KALEIDA LIGHTNIN STRIKES TWICE
Aust bred dog (7,1)
PEPSTAFF HOW U LIKE ME NOW
CH KABERE ROCK PAPER SCISSORS
CHEVHART WHITE GIGALO JC
Open dog (7,)
CH WILDBUNCH COSMIC RUMBLE
STEPPENWOLF SYMPATHY FTH DEVIL (AI)
SUP CH KABERE MONEY WHERE YA MOUTH IZ
Neuter dog (2,0)
NEUT CH KIMBASTAFF DOOIN IT SOLO
CH. MOKOIASTAFF THE PIED PIPER CAA

ZAHARASTAFF ESMAY
CH HANDPIKD THE DUCHESS
STRONGSTORM BACK TO BLACK
Aust bred bitch (6,)
ZERACIOUS SECOND TO NONE
CH HANDPIKD QUEEN OF DIAMONDS
ZAHARASTAFF BEAUTIFUL CRAZY
Open bitch (11,)
CH USHERIN IMPERIAL BLACK PEARL
GRAND CH ZERACIOUS SUDDEN IMPACT
CH BLACKSHOT SHES A BITOFALLWHITE
Neuter bitch (4,2)
CHARMSTAFF CAST A SPELL ON YOU CA
CH. ANVILHART OOH LA LA (AI)

SBTCV 59th Champ show results
Celeste Meier - Stoneheart
Entry: 111 Dogs: 47 Bitches: 64

CLASS IN SHOW RESULTS
BIS STAFFLEX CLASH OF HEARTS
RUBIS AUST CH KABERE YAMADEMEGOFULLNINJA
DCC SUP CH ANVILHART PRAY FOR THE WICKED
RDCC CH CAPILET DNT FEED AFTA MIDNITE (AI)
BCC STAFFLEX CLASH OF HEARTS
RBCC AUST CH KABERE YAMADEMEGOFULLNINJA
Baby in Show

CALOJO MORE BANG FOR
YA BUCK (AI)

Minor in Show

ANVILHART CAN HARDLY
WAIT

Puppy in Show

SWANKY MASTER OF
MISCHIEF (AI)

Junior in Show

BROHEZ QUEENS GAMBIT
(AI)

Intermediate in
Show

CH WILDBUNCH COSMIC
RUMBLE

Graduate in Show

JONTHILL THE COALMINER

Limit in Show

STAFFLEX CLASH OF
HEARTS

Aus Bred in Show

CH NEWORDER THE BAND
PLAYED ON

Open in Show

AUST CH KABERE
YAMADEMEGOFULLNINJA

Neuter in Show

KALEIDA GET THE PARTY
STARTED

Opp
Baby in Show
Opp
Minor in Show
Opp
Puppy in Show
Opp
Junior in Show
Opp Intermediate
in Show
Opp
Graduate in Show
Opp
Limit in Show
Opp Aus
Bred in Show
Opp
Open in Show
Opp
Neuter in Show

ANVILHART MY BRO THE
GIGOLO
TIAMOSTAFF ARABIAN
NIGHT
TRYLOU TIGER ELLE
CH CAPILET DNT FEED
AFTA MIDNITE (AI)
ZAHARASTAFF BEAUTIFUL
CRAZY
STAFFLEX OUR BABY BELLA
KALEIDA LIGHTNIN
STRIKES TWICE
SUP CH ANVILHART PRAY
FOR THE WICKED
KOENDIDDA ONYA BIRRI
CH MOKOIASTAFF THE
PIED PIPER CAA

What an absolute pleasure to be given the opportunity to Judge the Staffordshire Bull Terrier Show of Victoria, I must say it
seemed like for ever to arrive with covid delaying us the opportunity to do the things we love. Finally, the day arrived and what a
splendid time I had judging all your much loved Staffords.
I was humbled by the entry and thank each and everyone of you for your support, I am sure you will all join me in thanking the
club and agree in saying they put on an outstanding week-end, their commitment and hard work is much to be admired.
The trophy table was amazing, the atmosphere was fabulous, and the sportsmanship was fully admiral.
Thank you again for allowing me the opportunity.

Baby dog (4,0)
ANVILHART MY BRO THE GIGOLO
4 month old Black Brindle, Excellent head shape,
enhanced with dark eyes, neat rose shaped ears
and clean lips, allows for pleasing expression.
Nicely boned displaying straight front with wellpadded feet, well bodied for age and nicely
finished off with correct pump handled tail.
Showed himself off nicely in the ring. One I will
look forward to watching mature.
USHERIN STEADY ON TEDDY
Another nice youngster with many qualities,
correct head shape with adequate width of skull,
well set dark eyes and correct carriage of ears
displaying typical expression. Body close coupled
with adequate fore and hindquarter assembly.
Handled well on the day.
BORSTAFF JACK NONE REACHER
A baby of equal quality of 2, short deep through
with correct skull, eyes dark and round, ears nicely
rosed and well set. Straight front, close coupled
body with level topline, adequate forequarters,
moved nicely on the day.
ANVILHART A VESTERED INTEREST

Minor dog (2,0)
ANVILHART CAN HARDLY WAIT
A moderate young chap which is what I like to see
at this age. Adequately boned, straight front with
well laid-back shoulders, close coupled, showing
level topline held on the move. Well proportioned
head complete with distinct stop, pronounced
cheeks, clean tight lips, correct shaped dark eyes
and nicely placed rose ears displaying a keen
expression.
KIMBASTAFF CREATING KAOS
Black Brindle dog with white chest. Lovely head,
short deep through with broad skull, cheek muscles
pronounced nicely, distinct stop, pleasing dark eye
giving off true Stafford expression. Nice wide front,
well boned and straight with well padded feet.
Body well put together.

Baby bitch (13, )
CALOJO MORE BANG FOR YA BUCK (AI)
A classy baby puppy who showed herself to
perfection. Pleasant head shape enriched with
the darkest of eyes and correct proportions.
Well boned straight front straight legs leading
into well padded tight feet. Nice outline with
neck flowing into correctly placed shoulders,
short coupled and short backed, ribs well laid
back and developing nicely, adequately angled
hind quarters finished off with a low set tail.
USHERIN HOLD MY TIARA
Another nice baby with plenty of the qualities
of one, a clean correctly proportioned head
with well set rosed ears and dark eyes giving off
a feminine expression. Straight front with good
legs and neat feet, correctly coupled with short
back and level top-line with adequate rear
angles.
ANVILHART KISSING COUSINS
Another promising baby a clean headed pup
with neat rose ears, dark eyes and good
proportions. Stood squarely and moved herself
nicely around the ring. Showing all the qualities
one would look for in a puppy this age.
JONTHILL BUCKLE UP BUTTERCUP (AI)
ANVILHART WHAT YOU WISH FOR
Minor bitch (4,0)
TIAMOSTAFF ARABIAN NIGHT
Nice headed youngster, showing great promise,
broad skull, the darkest of eyes well set, correct
length of foreface, fetching expression. Good
front, well boned for age, excellent proportions,
short coupled with ample spring of rib for age,
nicely angled hindquarters with good turn of
stifle.
KIMBASTAFF JAZZ IT UP AT POWERPAWS
Black Brindle with white chest and feet. Femine
bitch showing well on the day, head maturing
nicely, dark eyes, well pronounced cheek
muscles and correctly placed rose ears. Nice
outline when viewed standing squarely with
ample bone, straight front on good legs and well
padded strong feet. Good length of rib and well
sprung, amply coupled, short back holding level
top line on the move.
TAINO ONE OF THE LILIM
A puppy showing much to like black brindle
moderately proportioned with a little leg as to
be expected at this age. Head of correct
proportions with broad skull, neat ears, dark
round eye, good strength of muzzle, lips tight

and clean. Nicley bodied with straight front and
legs set well apart showing no weakness. Short
coupled, level topline, Hindquarters muscled
adequately with well let down hocks and good
turn of stifle, low set tail.
Puppy dog (2,1)
SWANKY MASTER OF MISCHIEF (AI)
Happy to award puppy in show, shows plenty of
promise moving around the ring effortlessly
enjoying every moment. Black Brindle displaying
correct head proportions, nice broad skull, ample
stop, dark eyes well placed, ensuring pleasant
expression. Well balanced with ample bone, good
depth of brisket with well sprung ribs. Hocks well
let down with well bent stifles.
YAKINDOW RATTLE AND HUM
Black Brindle with white chest, Dark round eyes,
well placed rosed ears, correct skull to muzzle ratio
enhancing his correct Stafford expression. Good
bone and substance moving well around the ring
holding level topline.

Junior dog (9,0)
CH CAPILET DNT FEED AFTA MIDNITE (AI)
This dog caught my eye standing out in the
challenge line up. Lovely Broad skull, dark eye, nice
length of muzzle with nicely placed rosed ears
lending to true Stafford expression. A dog of
standard size he is adequately bone with a with
good forequarter assembly adequately boned with
no weakness. Good spring of rib, ample brisket
holding a level topline on the move. His rear
assembly displayed all the correct angles. RDCC
BROHEZ FORGE OF EMPIRES (AI)
Strong masculine head with correct proportions
and scissor bite, dark round eyes complete his true
Stafford expression, level top line held on the
move, good hindquarters, hocks well letdown,
adequate bend of stifle. Moved and handled well
on the day.

Puppy bitch (2,0)
TRYLOU TIGER ELLE
Tiger Brindle, with pleasing head showing fine
type dark eyes. Straight front with ample width
between the legs and adequately boned.
Hindquarters well angled with well let down
hocks and good turn of stifle, tail set low, would
have liked her to be shorter coupled. Moved and
handled nicely on the day
KABERE FAITH TRUST N ANGELDUST
I did like this bitch although she did not like the
show ring on the day not showing herself to her
full potential. Lovely head proportions with neat
ears and correct dark round eyes giving typical
expression. Good brisket with well boned legs,
ample spring of rib, short coupled and good
topline, rear quarter assembly more then
adequate.
Junior bitch (7,)
BROHEZ QUEENS GAMBIT (AI)
Black Brindle bitch with good proportions,
standing four square, Lovely head short deep
through completed with dark round eyes and
neatly placed rosed ears. Good front and depth
of brisket, ribs well sprung, short coupled. Well
angled muscular hindquarters. Shown in tip top
condition as expected from this kennel.
NEWORDER STEP BACK IN TIME
Black and White pied with a strong head lacking
nothing and of correct proportions her dark
expressive eyes, and neat rosed ears finish off
her feminine Stafford expression. Her
forequarters are well assembled, legs straight
set perfectly apart showing off her good width
of chest. Clean neck flowing nicely into withers,
well ribbed and short back, well angled
hindquarters with great turn of stifle and pump
handle tail set on correctly. Would have liked
her with a little less weight. Moved and shown
well

KABERE GOT MY GAME FACE ON
Another nice dog a little more substance than one
and two. Broad skull deep through and of correct
proportion with well developed cheek muscles.
Short neck flowing well into shoulder, short coupled LESARA DOIN IT IN STYLE
with level topline and good hindquarters. Moved
Another of quality well balanced with bone and
well around the ring.
substance, She has ample broadness of skull,
distinct stop, tight clean lips, correctly set dark
ZERACIOUS CHANGETHEGAME
eyes and rosed ears complete a pretty
KOENDIDDA DOCTOR WHO (AI)
expression. Her nicely finished Forequarters
along with her well sprung ribs, close coupling

and nicely angled hindquarters ensured she
moved effortlessly around the ring.

Intermediate dog (3,0)
CH WILDBUNCH COSMIC RUMBLE
Brindle and white pied which caught my eye with
his very pleasing head of perfect proportion, Broad
skull, distinct stop with short foreface. Dark round
eyes well pigmented, perfectly placed rosed ears.
Good forequarters, well boned straight legs set well
apart. Well laid-back shoulders, close coupled, with
correct hindquarter assembly and well set on tail.
STAFFLEX HESKEYS JOURNEY
Black brindle with dark round eye set correctly,
short foreface, correct rose ears, lips tight and
clean. Head not the strength of 1. Short neck
flowing nicely into wider shoulders, straight legs,
adequately boned. Close coupled with level topline
moving around the ring well on the day.
USHERIN COVER OF DARKNESS
Correctly sized dog of correct substance, correct
forequarter assembly showing no weakness, with
well laid- back shoulders, good depth of brisket,
well sprung ribs, close coupled moving with level
top line. Head pleasing, eye reflecting coat colour
nicely placed rosed ears not the depth and
broadness of skull of 1 and 2.

Graduate dog (2,0)
JONTHILL THE COALMINER
A nicely balanced handsome pied dog well put
together. Strong clean head with correctly placed
rose ears, round dark eyes and of correct
proportions allowing for true Stafford expression.
Straight front with ample lift and good width of
chest. Adequately ribbed, short coupled and level
topline, muscled hindquarters finished off with well
placed pump handle tail. Moved and handled well
on the day.
SWANKY GLORIOUS PURPOSE (AI)
Nice headed dog giving good expression, dark
round eyes correctly set, distinct stop with short for
face and good cheek muscles, rosed ears correctly
set. Adequately boned straight front legs standing
on correctly padded feet. Short coupled, however

ANVILHART OOPSIE WHOOPSIE
TRIDELL FLICKA THA SWITCH
Intermediate bitch (4,)
ZAHARASTAFF BEAUTIFUL CRAZY
Red and Whit pied bitch of happy disposition
displaying good breed type. Very attractive head
with idyllic skull and muzzle proportions. Round
dark eye with pigmented eye rims completes her
expression. Forequarters well boned with
straight front legs into nice neat padded feet,
standing four square very compact and
balanced. Her type is that to be admired.
STRONGSTORM BACK TO BLACK
Black Brindle bitch with a stunning head, broad
skull deep though out with correct muzzle
proportions, Eyes are dark and round placed
nicely apart, well pronounced cheek muscles,
clean lips and correct bite complete her
feminine expression. Well balanced with ample
bone, level top line, well-muscled hindquarters
and short smooth coat. Shown beautifully.
CH HANDPIKD THE DUCHESS
Black Brindle of good type with all the attributes
of one and two, lovely head piece with nice
expression with dark round eyes and good
pigment, rose shaped ears well placed,
pronounced cheek muscles, clean lips and good
strength of underjaw with correctly placed
teeth. Good forequarters well boned, correct
depth of fore chest, well ribbed back, nicely
angled hindquarters with low set tail. Level top
line held on the move.
CH.LESARA A LIL BIT FOXY
Graduate bitch (4,0)
STAFFLEX OUR BABY BELLA
Black Brindle with white markings, Balanced
clean head with good rise of skull, nicely
pronounced cheek muscles, strong muzzle,
correct dentition, dark eyes correctly set with
neat rose ears complimenting her feminine
expression. Nicely boned with straight legs set
perfectly apart, short neck flowing nicely into
shoulder, good spring of rib, short coupled,
strong hindquarters finished off with bent stifles
and well let down hocks and well-placed pump
handle tail.
JONTHILL WINNIE WILDFIRE
Red with white chest A very appealing head with
super expression, broad and deep through well
set rose ears, short muzzle of correct

would prefer a little more spring of rib. Well
balanced front to rear adequately muscled hind
quarters. Moved around the ring well.

proportions, distinct stop, pronounced cheeks,
neat rose ears and round dark eyes well
pigmented complete the picture. Nicely ribbed
back, short coupled with nice tuck and light in
loin. Level top line held on the move.
ZAHARASTAFF ESMAY
Black Brindle bitch with very nice expression,
correct skull to muzzle proportions with good
depth and breadth, correctly set round dark
eyes ensure soft feminine expression. Nicely
balanced forequarters, short neck flowing into
nicely angled shoulders, well sprung ribs, closely
coupled and good depth of brisket. Strong
hindquarters with good turn of stifle.

Limit Dog (8,2)
KALEIDA LIGHTNIN STRIKES TWICE
White dog with very attractive head piece of
correct proportions. Rosed ears well set and dark
round eye, good muzzle with clean foreface and
correct bite. Displays nice outline with good front
and rear assembly. Shown in lovely condition.
LINWEST RIGHT SAID FRED
Standard sized dog of good type, nicely shaped
head with neat rosed ears and correct dark eye
with good expression. Correct front with straight
legs, set well apart, no looseness at elbow and feet
well padded. Ribs well sprung, short backed with
adequately muscled hind quarters with well let
down hocks and well bent stifles.
CALOJO THE BIG BANG (AI)
Another standard sized dog of good proportions.
Displaying many of the virtues of one and two. A
little heavier boned and not quite the amount of lift
I like to see. Head of correct proportions showing
no weakness, dark round eye and rosed ears well
set.

Limit bitch (6,0)
STAFFLEX CLASH OF HEARTS
Black Brindle with white markings showing much
class on the day up on her toes showing herself
to absolute perfection. Beautiful headpiece of
outstanding proportions, skull short deep
through and broad, perfectly placed rose shaped
ears, distinct stop, short foreface and good
length of muzzle with perfect dentition. Her dark
round eyes well placed compliment her daring
expression. She made me look as she moved
around the ring with economy of effort, a
straight front with well boned legs and nicely
padded feet complimented her width of chest
and depth of brisket. Her poweful neck flowed
well into clean shoulders and tight elbows, close
coupled with good underline and level topline
held well as she moved. Hindquarters presented
strength and are amply angled with well set tail
completing her overall picture. She presented
beautifully from all angels, her gleaming coat
added to her overall presentation. Proud to
award her BEST IN SHOW
HANDPIKD MISS BOMBAY
A quality pied bitch full of breed type of
standard size nicely balanced. A feminine head
of good strength and substance with correct
proportions and excellent expression finished by
well set dark round eyes. Stood four square is
well boned displaying nice depth of brisket, well
sprung ribs and a level top line, close coupled
with correctly angled hindquarters finished with
well let down hocks, well bent stifles and tidy
well-padded feet. Moved and handled well.
BORSTAFF SHEZA FIREKRAKOUR
Pied bitch of equal quality and exceptional
qualities. Broad skull short deep through with
pronounced cheek muscles, distinct stop and
short foreface, clean tight lips and strong jaws

with correct dentition, dark eyes completing her
delightful expression. Well balanced throughout,
well sprung ribs short coupled and level top line
with equally as pleasing front and hindquarters
with well placed pump handle tail complete her
beautiful outline.

Aust bred dog (7,1)
SUP CH ANVILHART PRAY FOR THE WICKED
A black brindle dog who on the day was on his toes
moving effortlessly around the ring and watching
my every move. A strong head of equal proportions
with a broad deep skull, distinct stop with round
dark eyes and correctly sized rosed eyes placed
neatly on his head emphasising his alert expression.
Straight front with feet slightly turned out.
Adequate spring of rib, short back and a strong rear
assembly with ample turn of stifle. His coat was
short smooth and gleaming, happy to award
challenge dog on the day. DCC
CHEVHART WHITE GIGALO
A balanced dog with a strong head well
proportioned, pronounced cheek muscles and
strong short muzzle, neat rosed ears and dark
round eyes. Enjoyed his time in the ring a dog with
a good front of correct structure displaying no
weakness. Short coupled, holding top line on the
move, adequately muscled hind quarters with well
set on tail.
CH BORSTAFF THUNDER MAKER
A rich red dog with white chest of quality standing
four square with plenty of breed type. A strong
head of correct proportions lacking nothing, strong
muzzle leading into correct scissor bite. Round dark
eyes well placed with correctly proportioned rosed
ears. Broad front with straight front legs flowing
into well padded tight feet. Short neck flowing
nicely into shoulder. Short coupling, level topline
and correct hindquarters allow him to move with
discernible drive.

GRAYLEIGH SHE’S GOT THE LOOK
PEPSTAFF THE KILLJOY
Aust bred bitch (8,)
CH NEWORDER THE BAND PLAYED ON
Black brindle quality bitch well put together of
good bone, great strength of skull
complimented with correct proportions,
excellent dentition, nice rose ears and dark
round eyes all contributing to her pleasing
expression. Good width of fore chest complete
well assembled forequarters, well sprung ribs,
close coupled, level top line, well constructed
hindquarters all ensured movement with drive
and purpose.
CH HANDPIKD QUEEN OF DIAMONDS
Pied bitch who moved around the ring with
good reach and drive, a classical Stafford head of
great substance, skull broad, cheek muscles
pronounced, stop distinct, good length of
muzzle, lips tight and clean housing correct
dentition, eyes round and dark complete her
pleasing expression. Nice wide front well boned
straight front legs slightly turned-out feet well
padded, short neck gradually widening into tight
well laid shoulders. Short coupled with level top
line and good depth of brisket. Hindquarters
nicely muscled low set tail. Handled beautifully.
ZERACIOUS SECOND TO NONE
Black Brindle and white chest bitch with lovely
head and expression, broad skull with good stop,
short muzzle and correct scissor bite with good
depth of underjaw. Showing great strength for
size a wide front and good depth of brisket,
adequate spring of ribs, well ribbed back,
hindquarters adequately muscled, hocks well let
down. Moved effortlessly.

CH KABERE ROCK PAPER SCISSORS

Open Dog (8,3)
KOENDIDDA ONYA BIRRI
A top sized pied dog of correct proportions with
much to like, a true stafford. Short deep through
with broad skull, nicely pronounced cheek muscles,
correctly shaped round dark eye with dark eye rims,
correctly set rosed ears, strong jaws complete with
scissor bite. Short muscular neck flowing into well
placed shoulders, front legs straight and well boned

KASALILLY SHUT YOUR FACE
BEAURITE WICKEDLY DEVINE
Open bitch (11,)
CH KABERE YAMADEMEGOFULLNINJA
Black Brindle bitch presented herself beautifully
on the day, oozing breed type her many
attributes to be admired, beautiful head
perfectly proportioned of great strength, dark
round eyes well set with just enough fill and
neat rose ears enhance her soft expression.
Perfectly boned front with straight legs, correct

with well-padded feet. Nicely muscled body close
coupled, with good length of rib well sprung. Hocks
well let down with well bent stifles and correctly set
on tail carried low. Handled well.
CH BROHEZ KRYPTONITE (AI)
Black Brindle showed well on the day, a strong
broad skull short deep through with correctly
pronounced cheek muscles and distinct stop his
round dark eyes and neatly placed ears finish off his
expression. Well balanced with nice front
adequately boned, clean short neck flowing i to
correctly placed shoulders, Short coupled, well
ribbed with adequately angled hindquarters.
Moved around the ring with ease.
CH BROHEZ CLASH OF KINGS (AI)
Black Brindle handled to perfection. Excellent
headpiece of correct proportions not lacking depth
or strength, clean with tight lips and correct scissor
bite. Dark round eye correctly placed and looking
directly in front complete his masculine Stafford
expression. Clean outline with straight front of
adequate bone, up on his toes showing no
weakness. Well laid ribs and top-line, short coupled,
good rear assembly and excellent muscle tone.
Good conditioned short coat.
MOLRU THROWING SHAPES (IMP IRL)
SUP CH KABERE MONEY WHERE YA MOUTH IS

Neuter dog (2,0)
CH MOKOIASTAFF THE PIED PIPER CAA
Striking white dog, strong masculine head short and
deep through, cheeks well pronounced, tight clean
lips and good strength of jaw, good dentition,
perfect rose ears, eyes dark round and well
pigmented complete splendid expression. Standing
four square, correct forequarter assembly, broad
chest, straight front legs, good depth of brisket,
short coupled with level top line, hindquarters
nicely angulated and muscled, low set on tail. An
excellent example of the breed.
NEUT CH KIMBASTAFF DOOIN IT SOLO
Black Brindle white chest with desired expression
and head of correct proportions, his dark round
eyes enhance his roguish attitude. Bang on size,
well balanced throughout moving parallel when
viewed from all angles, powerful hindquarters wellmuscled, correctly set tail complete a nice rear.
Handled beautifully on the day.

width of chest, good depth of brisket, short neck
flowing nicely into shoulder, ribs well laid back
and short coupled with a level top line which
held level on the move, Her well angled
muscular hindquarters with low set on tail
ensured she is classy regardless of which angle
she is viewed. Proud to award her RBCC and
RUNNER UP BEST IN SHOW.
CH. BROHEZ SATIN DOLL (AI)
Black Brindle bitch of top class striking clean
head strong and muscular but still feminine,
neat rose ears and impressive dark round eyes
set off her perfect expression, strong muzzles
with ample underjaw and correct dentition.
Front is straight and true with good bone down
to her feet that are tight and well padded, great
depth of brisket, well sprung ribs of correct
length, short coupled, rock hard rear quarters
with perfectly defined muscles. She was
presented in tip to condition.
SUP CH VERYSHARP CODE BLACK
Black Brindle, another top notch bitch of good
size, cracking head of correct proportions with
neat ears and good dark eyes, giving fabulous
expression, perfect length of muzzle, strong
underjaw housing correct dentition. Her front
assembly perfect with short neck flowing into
tight shoulders, great spring of rib, correct depth
of brisket and level top line, well angled and
adequately muscled hindquarters with low set
tail. Coat smooth, short and gleaming.
CH NEWORDER BEWITCHED
PEPSTAFF WANHEDA
Neuter bitch (5,1)
KALEIDA GET THE PARTY STARTED
White bitch showing plenty of breed type with a
classic head piece oozing expression with a
perfect balance of strength and femininity,
perfectly accentuated by her neat rose ears and
the blackest of eyes well pigmented. Presented
in great condition, enhancing her ability to move
with power and agility around the ring. Well
balanced and nicely boned with straight front
legs running into nice well padded feet, good
width of chest, nice deep brisket, ample spring
of rib and adequately muscled hind quarters
with correctly set tail complete the picture.
CH. ANVILHART OOH LA LA (AI)
Black Brindle bitch of good type, Strong feminine
head of correct proportions complete with dark
round eye and shapely rose ears, adequate
forequarters with good width of chest and
straight front legs, balanced throughout with

moderate rear angulation. Moved nicely on the
day.
GR CH NEUT CH NEWORDER NEVER DARK

SBTCV 60th Champ show results
Geoff Blyth - Bustabones
Entry: 132 Dogs: 57 Bitches: 75

CLASS IN SHOW RESULTS
BIS CH BROHEZ CLASH OF KINGS (AI)
RUBIS BROHEZ QUEENS GAMBIT (AI)
DCC CH BROHEZ CLASH OF KINGS (AI)
RDCC CH LIKALOT THE KINGDOM
BCC BROHEZ QUEENS GAMBIT (AI)
RBCC TOPLOADER ROWDY ROUSEY
Baby in Show

ANVILHART MY BRO
THE GIGOLO

Minor in Show

LIKALOT I AM LEGEND
(AI)

Puppy in Show

WOOLOOSTAFF DEVILS
UNDENIABLE

Junior in Show

BROHEZ QUEENS
GAMBIT (AI)

Intermediate in
Show

CH LESARA A LIL BIT
FOXY

Graduate in Show

LIKALOT LICENSE TO
PARTY

Limit in Show

STAFFLEX CLASH OF
HEARTS

Aus Bred in Show

TOPLOADER ROWDY
ROUSEY

Open in Show

CH BROHEZ CLASH OF
KINGS (AI)

Neuter in Show

CH WOOLOOSTAFF THE
DEVILS ENVY

Opp
Baby in Show
Opp
Minor in Show
Opp
Puppy in Show
Opp
Junior in Show
Opp
Intermediate in
Show
Opp
Graduate in
Show
Opp
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KINGDOM
CH. BROHEZ SATIN
DOLL (AI)
CH LILROCK CANNY
LASS

After nearly two years without regular Specialty shows, it was fantastic to get back into the Specialty
ring, albeit this time as a judge. I would like to thank the Club for the honour of being invited to judge
their 60th Anniversary show and a sincere thank you to the exhibitors for your entry.
A HUGE congratulations to the Club for what can only be described as a magnificent trophy table, it
was certainly a site to behold. As usual the Victorian club has set a high bar for the rest of the clubs to
emulate. Thank you for my lovely Judging Gifts.
I found the overall entry to be of quality. It was encouraging to see so many promising youngsters, this
augers well for the breeds future. Some of the classes were hard fought and decisions difficult, causing
me to nit pick in a few instances. I was especially pleased with my bitch class winners, standing back
and looking at the Challenge lineup was certainly a pleasure. Whilst my Best In Show winner was a dog
– the consistency was with the bitches and my Class In Show winners reflected this.
It was pleasing to note that most of the exhibits had good open nostrils, I did not see any nares you
would consider pinched, causing breathing issues. Also pleasing is that I saw very few mouth faults.
Not every exhibit can be a Best In Show winner but there are things within your control, that can make
your dog more appealing to the judge. Trimming your dogs nails, there were a number of exhibits with
long nails, which affected their feet and if too long, their movement - the indoor ring at KCC Park is
very unforgiving if your dog has long nails. Also ensuring your dog has clean teeth. Fitness seemed to
be lacking in some exhibits, moreso than at other Specialties I have been to. Although not overweight,
some were soft and lacked muscle tone. It probably has not been as easy to keep dogs in condition,
with lock downs and the motivation lacking, having had no Specialty Shows.
Any day you get to judge your breed is a good day, thank you to the exhibitors for accepting my
decisions in a sporting manner, I very much enjoyed this appointment.

Geoff Blyth
Bustabones Staffords

Baby dog (4,0)
ANVILHART MY BRO THE GIGOLO
Black Brindle 4mths. This fellow has lovely dark,
round eyes, and a pleasing head shape, clean
and of correct proportions. A baby that exhibits
a good blend of bull and Terrier. Strong straight
front. Brisket to elbow and well filled forechest.
He has a short back and carries a good firm
topline. Correct angles front and rear. Moved
well for a puppy of his age. Won the class on his
overall type and balance. Was pleased to award
him Baby Puppy In Show.
USHERIN STEADY ON TEDDY
White with brindle nearly 5mths. This fellow is
at a different stage of development than 1 and
2, not quite the headpiece, would just prefer a
little more stop and rise of skull, but there is
still time. He has a correct muzzle to skull ratio
and is clean lipped. He looks through well
placed round eyes. Ears are a little flighty, but

Baby bitch (13,1 )
ANVILHART WHAT YOU WISH FOR
Black Brindle with white front 4mths. Pleasing
headshape of good proportions, dark eyes.
Good front assembly, level topline and short
back into well angled hindquarters. Moved well
for a baby. Stole the class on her overall
balance.
USHERIN HOLD MY TIARA
Black Brindle 5mths. Another baby with a
correct head shape, good rise of skull. Round
dark eyes. Good front with good width. She has
a level topline, enough hind angulation. Also
moved well for baby.
STEPPENWOLF DADDYS LIL MONSTER
Brindle 4mths. Pleasing head of good
proportions, enough rise of skull. Nice dark
eyes. Straight front, with ample width, would
like a little more length of forearm – but this

may settle. Good width to his front and he has
a lovely level topline. This fellow moved well,
once he found his groove.
BORSTAFF JACK NONE REACHER
Brindle and white nearly 5mths. A flashy “clown
faced” fellow. Stronger made than 1. Another
with a pleasing head of good proportions and
framed with neat rose ears. He has dark round
eyes and both with pigmented eye rims. Well
off for bone. A straight front and is also well
angled front and rear, with nice short hocks.
Another who carries a level topline and moved
well for a baby.
ANVILHART A VESTERED INTEREST
Minor dog (5,0)
LIKALOT I AM LEGEND (AI)
Black Brindle 6mths. Handsome up standing
puppy and very much the style I like. Very
pleasing head. Strong, but clean and of correct
proportions. Good rise of skull, looking through
dark round eyes and framed by neat rose ears. A
nicely made youngster. His front is strong and
straight with enough width and down to tight
feet. He has good forechest for age and carries a
strong level topline. He has well angled
hindquarters and moved well. Won this class
with ease and I was pleased to award him Minor
Puppy In Show and then on to Puppy Of The Day
in a hard fought contest of 3 lovely puppies
(Baby, Minor and Puppy class in show winners).
KIMBASTAFF CREATING KAOS
Black Brindle, white chest 7mths. Lovely brindle
colour. Head of correct proportions, with
enough rise of skull and a dark round eye. His
ears are a little large, held semi erect. He has a
straight front of good width. He is short in back
and has well angled hindquarters into nice
short hocks. Carries a pump handle tail. Moved
ok.
ANVILHART CAN HARDLY WAIT
Black Brindle Dog 9mths. Not quite the head of
1 and 2, enough rise of skull, he has a little
more length of muzzle than I prefer, but is
clean lipped and has a nice dark eye. Good
forechest and enough width in front. Longer
cast than 1 and 2. Ribs well sprung.
Hindquarters are well angled and well let down.
Moved with reach and drive.

may come as she grows. She has short back,
level topline into well angled hindquarters.
Very much a baby but completed a promising
trio of puppies.
ANVILHART KISSING COUSINS
USHERIN WHATS POPPIN

Minor bitch (5,1)
TIAMOSTAFF ARABIAN NIGHT
Black Brindle bitch 8mths. Won her place on
her lovely head shape, clean with a good rise of
rise of skull and pleasing expression. Nice round
eye, she has semi erect ears. Straight front with
clean shoulders. Level topline, short back and
good hind quarters. moved well
TAINO ONE OF THE LILIM
Black Brindle 7mths. Pleasing head and
expression, at this stage of development she
has a little more length of muzzle than 1, but it
did not detract. She has lovely round, dark
eyes. Her front is strong and straight. She
carries a level topline with well angled hind
quarters and moved well.
LEKSTON PRETTY AS A PICTURE
Black Brindle 7mths. Stronger headed girl with
a dark eye, good expression. Small rose ears.
She has a good straight front with good width.
Well sprung ribs, short back and well angled
hindquarters. A little soft in topline, at this
stage in her development. Moved well.
KIMBASTAFF JAZZ IT UP AT POWERPAWS

GRAYLEIGH DEVILS APPRENTICE
LEKSTON AHEAD OF THE TIMES
Puppy dog (7,2)
WOOLOOSTAFF DEVILS UNDENIABLE
Black Brindle 10mths. Mature lad that catches
the eye. He has a punishing head of correct
proportions, a good rise of skull and well
pronounced cheeks, he just has a slightly
thicker lip than I prefer. His handsome head is
completed by small neat rose ears and dark
eyes. His front is strong and straight with good
width. He has a good short back with well
angled muscular hindquarters. Puppy In Show
and completed a lovely trio in the Puppy of the
Day lineup.
LIKALOT I’M A BAD BOY (AI)
Black Brindle 6mths. Lovely head piece for his
age, dark eyes and neat rose ears. Good straight
front with good forechest. Carries a level topline
and has well angled hindquarters. Moved well,
even though was just a little unsure today.
SWANKY MASTER OF MISCHIEF (AI)
Black Brindle with white chest 9mths. Pleasing
head of correct proportions, has a larger ear at
this stage. His front is straight and he is well
ribbed back. Moderately angled behind. Not
quite the topline of 1 and 2. True coming and
going.
YAKINDOW RATTLE AND HUM
AYNATBLU CAPTAIN BLOOD
Junior dog (7,0)
BLACKSHOT EZ ON THE EYE
Black Brindle with white front 14mths.
Balanced fellow. Clean head, of good muzzle to
skull ratio, would just like a little more rise of
skull. He has a dark eye and semi erect ears.
Balanced dog, with nothing overdone. Standing
over a straight front with ample width and he is
well ribbed back. Well angled behind and
carries a level topline. Moved with good reach
and drive, once he settled.
BROHEZ FORGE OF EMPIRES (AI)
Black Brindle 13mths. Head of good
proportions, with good rise of skull, a little
more wrinkle than desired. He has a round eye
and neat rose ears. Pleasing expression. He has
a straight front and is short in back, with a good
level topline. Moderate hind angulation, good
width of second thigh and is true coming and
going.

Puppy bitch (3,0)
LIKALOT SHEEZ LETHAL (AI)
Black Brindle 6mths. Lovely head shape, with
good rise of skull. Dark eyes. She has a good
strong, straight front, with enough width down
to tight feet. Level topline and short back,
finished with well angled hindquarters. Moved
well.
WOOLOOSTAFF WHO DARES THE DEVIL
Black Brindle 10mths Strong but feminine
headed girl. Dark eyes and keen expression.
Another with a good strong front and brisket to
elbow. Strong hindquarters into short hocks.
Covered the ground well.
TIAMOSTAFF MOULIN ROUGE
Black Brindle 8mths. Another strong but
feminine headed girl. Would prefer a darker
eye to improve expression and complete the
picture. She has a good front, a shade longer
cast than 1 and 2. Hind quarters are well
angled. Moved well. Finished a trio of
promising bitches.

Junior bitch (8,0)
BROHEZ QUEENS GAMBIT (AI)
Black Brindle 12mths. This lass took my eye
when she she came into the ring. A most lovely
head and expression. Distinct stop, good rise of
skull and looking through well placed dark
round eyes to complete the picture, giving the
desired expression. Correct front of good width,
down to tight feet. She carries a level topline,
moderate hind angulation and was presented
in good condition. Moved well when she
settled, but this girl is a handful.
LIKALOT SIMPLY THE BEST
Black Brindle 13mths. Another girl with a lovely
head piece. She is strong, yet clean and of good
proportions. She has small, neat rose ears.
Another with a strong straight front, of ample
width and good depth of brisket, topline level.
Well muscled hind quarters. Lost out to 1 and in
the contest for Reserve, being not as positive in

KOENDIDDA DOCTOR WHO (AI)
Brindle 15mths. Top sized lad, attractive brindle
colour. He has strong headpiece and good rise
of skull, a little more lip than desired. Neat rose
ears, round eyes set to look straight ahead,
giving good expression. He has a strong straight
front. Well ribbed back. Moderate rear
angulation. Carries a pump handle tail. Moved
ok.
ZERACIOUS CHANGETHEGAME
OSLEYA BET YOUR BOOTS

Intermediate dog (4,1)
STAFFLEX HESKEYS JOURNEY
Brindle with white front nearly 3yrs. Strong
clean head of good proportions, distinct stop,
short foreface. Neat rose ears with round eyes.
He has a straight front, with clean shoulders
and plenty of forechest. Well ribbed back, with
a level topline, into muscular hindquarters.
Moved well.
CH WILDBUNCH COSMIC RUMBLE
Brindle and white pied nearly 2yrs. Top sized
boy. Correct head proportions, just a bit
fleshier than I prefer. Round dark eyes,
pigmented eye rim on white side. Well off for
bone, has a strong straight front. He is short in
back, not quite the topline of 1, moderate hind
angulation, moved ok.
USHERIN COVER OF DARKNESS
White with brindle nearly 2yrs. Pleasing enough
head and clean lipped, would prefer little more
rise of skull and darker eye. He has small rose
ears. Straight front with brisket to elbow.
Another with a good short back. Moderate
hindquarter angulation. True coming and going.
Graduate dog (3,0)
SWANKY GLORIOUS PURPOSE (AI)
Black Brindle with white front 9mths. Pleasing
headpiece with the desired expression, ears a
little heavy at this stage. Front is straight down
to tight feet He is well ribbed back and carries a
level topline. Well angled front and rear.
Moved with an economy of effort, with good
reach and drive.
JONTHILL THE COALMINER
Brindle and white pied 19mths. Good head
proportions, a bit more lip than 1. Another with
dark round eyes, rose ears. Front is strong and
straight, with good feet. He is a little longer cast

temperament, but on another day and with
more ring time, could trade places.
LESARA DOIN IT IN STYLE
Brindle 15mths. Pleasing head shape, unlucky to
stand next to 1 and 2 because these girls
excelled. A slightly heavier ear. She has a good
straight front and tight feet. Well ribbed back,
level topline and has well angled hind quarters.
Moved well. Three quality bitches.
ANVILHART OOPSIE WHOOPSIE
NEWORDER STEP BACK IN TIME
Intermediate bitch (5,2)
CH LESARA A LIL BIT FOXY
Black Brindle 2yrs. Balanced girl good blend of
bull and terrier. Clean feminine head of correct
proportions. Dark eyes. Straight front, enough
width, tight feet. She has a good depth of
brisket and well sprung ribs. Carries a level
topline, moderately angled hindquarters,
moved with good reach and drive, true coming
and going. Pleased to award her Intermediate
In Show.
ZAHARASTAFF BEAUTIFUL CRAZY
Red and white pied 2yrs. Clean feminine head
piece with dark eyes and keen expression.
Front straight, with a little looseness at elbow.
Firm level topline, moderately angled
hindquarter, moves ok
CH HANDPIKD THE DUCHESS
Black Brindle with white front 2yrs. Another
with a clean feminine head, would like a little
more fill under the eye. She has dark eyes and
neat rose ears. Good straight front. Although
longer cast than 1 and 2, she has a level topline.
Hindquarters well angled. Moved well.
Graduate bitch (8,1)
LIKALOT LICENSE TO PARTY
Black Brindle with white front 9mths. Pleasing
head, clean, with good rise of skull, framed by
small neat rose ears. Lovely expression. Dark
round eyes. Strong straight front with good
width and forechest. Topline level. She is well
ribbed back and has well angled, muscular
hindquarters. Moved well. Pleased to award
her Best Graduate In Show.
WOOLOOSTAFF THE DEVILS LOOKING
Black Brindle 9mths. Strong head, of correct
proportions. A little thicker in lip than 1. Dark
eye and neat rose ears. Good expression. She

than 1, carries a level topline. Moderate hind
angulation. True coming and going.

has a straight front. Good depth of brisket.
Carries a level topline and moved ok.

LILROCK DOUBLE JEOPARDY
Black Brindle nearly 2yrs. I was told this fellow
was new to the ring. He has a pleasing
headpiece with correct head proportions, clean
lips and the desired round eye. Neat rose ears.
His front is straight. He has a well angled
muscular hindquarters, moderate angulation,
carried a level topline. A little erratic on the
move, more ring time should remedy this.

ZAHARASTAFF ESMAY
Black Brindle 20mths. Another with a pleasing
head of good proportions, would prefer and
little more rise of skull. Dark eye. Stands a little
narrower in front than 1 and 2 and is a little
longer cast. She has a well angled, muscular
hind quarters and moved well.

Limit Dog (8,3)
KALEIDA LIGHTNIN STRIKES TWICE
White 20mths. Strong headpiece of correct
proportions, dark eyes with pigmented eye
rims. A well boned dog. He has a straight front
of good width. Well sprung ribs and well ribbed
back. Moved with reach and drive.
LESARA COOL ASSASSIN
Black Brindle 16mths. Standard sized dog. He
has a good rise of skull, although a little longer
in the muzzle than desired. He has neat, rose
ears with round eyes. Good front with tight
feet. A well made dog with a level topline with
good angulation.
STEPPENWOLF SYMPATHY FTH DEVIL (AI)
Brindle 2yrs. Standard sized dog, nothing
overdone. Head is clean, would like bit more
width in under jaw. Eyes could be a shade
darker. He has neat rose ears. Straight front
with tight feet. Ribs well sprung, back to well
angled hindquarters.
CALOJO THE BIG BANG (AI)
GRAYLEIGH TAKE IT TO THE LIMIT

Aust bred dog (7,1)
CH LIKALOT THE KINGDOM
Black Brindle 4yrs. A lot to like about this boy.
He has a clean, quality headpiece with a good
rise of skull, dark round eye with small, neat,
rose ears, all combining to give good keen
expression. He is very well balanced and has a
cracking front, good width and depth of brisket,
all the way down to tight feet. He carries a firm,
level topline to strong muscular hind quarters,
finished off with a good tail set and carriage.
Pleased to award him Reserve Challenge Dog.

WOOLOOSTAFF DEVILS REIGN (AI)
STAFFLEX OUR BABY BELLA
Limit bitch (7,1)
STAFFLEX CLASH OF HEARTS
Black Brindle 2yrs This girl is a showing
machine. A clean headpiece, of good
proportions. She has dark eyes and a keen
expression, neat rose ears. She has enough
width in front and a short back, loses topline a
little on the move. She has moderate hind
angulation. Moves with purpose. Pleased to
award her Best Limit In Show
PEPSTAFF THE KILLJOY
Black Brindle 3yrs. Another with a clean
feminine headpiece, that could do with a little
more strength of muzzle. Round dark eye and
neat ears. She has a straight front, of good
width. Good short back, just a little high over
the loin when moving.
LILROCK DEVILS CALLING
Black Brindle Nearly 2yrs Clean headpiece, dark
eyes and neat rose ears, combining to give
good expression. She has a straight front,
stands a little close. Topline level, and she is
well ribbed back and has muscular well angled
hind quarters. Not quite the economy on the
move as 1 and 2.
BORSTAFF SHEZA FIREKRAKOUR
GRAYLEIGH SHE’S GOT THE LOOK
Aust bred bitch (11,3)
TOPLOADER ROWDY ROUSEY
Black Brindle 6yrs. Very much my “cuppa tea”
She was full of life, with a beautiful feminine
headpiece. Good rise of skull, clean lipped. A
dark round eye and neat rose ears. Lovely keen
expression. Strong straight front, into tight feet.
She is short in back with strong hind quarters.
Presented in fit condition. Moved with good
reach and drive once she settled. Pleased to
award her Reserve Challenge Bitch and Best
Australian Bred In Show.

PEPSTAFF HOW U LIKE ME NOW
Black brindle 3yrs. Standard sized dog, with an
attractive head shape, clean and of correct
proportions. He has dark round eyes, rose ears.
Straight front with good width, elbows carried
close. Well ribbed short back with level topline.
Strong muscular hindquarters, moderate
angulation, true coming and going.
SUP CH ANVILHART PRAY FOR THE WICKED
Black Brindle 3yrs. Not quite the head of 1 and
2, a little longer in muzzle, but he is clean
lipped, with keen expression. Well boned. A
little looseness at elbow. He has well sprung
ribs and a muscular, well angled hindquarter,
carries the desired pump handle tail and moved
around the ring with purpose.
CH. KIMBASTAFF DOO YOU BELIEVE
CH BORSTAFF THUNDER MAKER
Open Dog (9,2)
CH BROHEZ CLASH OF KINGS (AI)
Black brindle 6yrs. This dog commanded my
attention from the moment he stepped into the
ring. He has a punishing head, of correct
proportions, clean lipped, looking through well
placed, lovely dark round eyes giving the
desired keen expression. The picture
complemented by small, neat, rose ears. He
stands on a strong, straight front, with clean
shoulders into tight feet. He is well angled front
and rear, with muscular hindquarters and
carries a level topline when standing and
moving. He is true coming and going and moves
with the desired economy of effort. Stole Best
In Show on the move and overall maturity. It
was my pleasure to award his Best In Show.
CH BROHEZ KRYPTONITE (AI)
Black Brindle with white front 6yrs. Another of
good breed type, he has the desired head piece
with a dark eye and rose ears. A well made dog
with a straight, clean front, level topline and
who also has good hindquarters, level topline
and moved well. Just preferred the keenness
and expression of 1.
CH STAFFLEX TAXTIME
White with black eye patch 4yrs. Strongly made
fellow. He has good head proportions, with a
dark eye. Well boned, would like a little more
width in front for balance. Topline not of one
and two. He has moderate, well muscled,
hinquarters.
TOPLOADER MARVELOUS MARVIN

CH NEWORDER THE BAND PLAYED ON
Black Brindle 4yrs. Stronger headed lass. dark
eyes and neat rose ears, combining to produce
good expression. She has a straight front, of
good width and good depth of brisket. She is
well ribbed back, with a level topline and has a
strong, moderately angled, hindquarter.
Carrying a bit too much weight today. Moved
well
CH HANDPIKD QUEEN OF DIAMONDS
Brindle and white Pied 5yrs. Strong clean
headpiece, would benefit from a little more fill
under the eyes to complete the picture. She has
dark round eyes, neat rose ears. Straight front.
Carries a level topline. Well angled
hindquarters. Another that moved well.
ZERACIOUS SECOND TO NONE
CH LEKSTON PAINT THE NIGHT SKY
Open bitch (11,1)
CH. BROHEZ SATIN DOLL (AI)
Black Brindle Nearly 2yrs. Strongly made girl.
Good head proportions, strong, but still clean.
She has dark eyes. Just lost out in the battle for
the Challenge on expression, but this girl ticks a
lot of boxes. A strong straight front, with good
width. Carries a level topline and a muscular,
well angled hindquarter. Moves with an
economy of effort, true coming and going.
SUP CH VERYSHARP CODE BLACK
Black Brindle 5yrs. Another strongly made girl
with plenty to like. This girl too has a pleasing
head of correct proportions, just a little more
lip than 1. Dark round eyes and keen
expression. Straight front, topline level. She has
strong, well angled hindquarters and moved
well.
CH USHERIN IMPERIAL BLACK PEARL
Black brindle 4yrs. Another quality bitch.
Pleasing head, a little more rise of skull would
complete the picture. Another with dark eyes
and neat rose ears. Straight front, well sprung
ribs. She has moderately angled hindquarters
and also moved well. Finished a trio of quality
bitches.
CH LIKALOT KINGDOMS PROTECTOR
CH NEWORDER BEWITCHED

MOLRU THROWING SHAPES (IMP IRL)
Neuter dog (3,0)
CH WOOLOOSTAFF THE DEVILS ENVY
Black Brindle 4yrs. Nice clean headpiece,
nothing overdone. Good dark eye and neat rose
ears. This fellow is a good blend of bull and
terrier and very balanced. He has a strong
straight front and good depth of brisket. He is
well ribbed back level, ribs well sprung. Hind
quarters well angled and muscled, moved with
an economy of effort. The picture finished by a
pump handle tail. Pleased to award him Best
neuter in show.
NEUT CH KIMBASTAFF DOOIN IT SOLO CH
Black Brindle 3yrs, Standard sized. Not quote
the head of 1, but it is clean and muzzle of the
desired length and he has a dark eye. Clean
straight front into tight feet. A little longer cast
than 1, topline level. His hindquarters well
angled and muscled. Moved ok.
MOKOIASTAFF THE PIED PIPER CAA
White with red ear patch 5yrs. Good head of
correct proportions, dark eye. Well boned. Not
quite the front of 1 and 2, a little tight. He is
little longer in body. Ribs well sprung. Good
muscular hindquarters. Moved ok

Neuter bitch (7,2)
CH LILROCK CANNY LASS
Black Brindle nearly 4yrs Lovely head of correct
proportions, good rise of skull, framed by neat
rose ears. Eyes dark and round, giving pleasing
expression. Straight front into tight feet. Ribs
well sprung and carries a level topline, enough
turn of stifle, moved well. Just pipped by the
dog today on condition – I was pleased to
award her Runner Up Best Neuter In Show.
CH WOOLOOSTAFF THE DEVIL SENT ME
Black Brindle 8 yrs. Feminine head of correct
proportions, muzzle to skull and clean lips.
Pleasing expression with a dark eye and neat
rose ears. She has a straight front,of good
width, carries a level topline, a little longer than
1. Hindquarters are muscular, moved well.
CH. ANVILHART OOH LA LA (AI)
Brindle 7yrs. Clean feminine head, well
pronounced cheek bumps. A dark round eye
and rose ears. A little heavier at shoulder, but
she has good width in front, feet could be
tighter. She is well ribbed back and ribs well
sprung, into well angled hindquarters. Moves
with reach and drive, carries a pump handle
tail.
KALEIDA GET THE PARTY STARTED
CH BLACKSHOT POWER FAILURE

SBTCV 61st Champ show results
Jodie Sing - Pranksta
Entry: 135 Dogs: 60 Bitches: 75

CLASS IN SHOW RESULTS
BIS LIKALOT SIMPLY THE BEST
RUBIS KOENDIDDA ONYA BIRRI
DCC KOENDIDDA ONYA BIRRI
RDCC WOOLOOSTAFF DEVILS UNDENIABLE
BCC LIKALOT SIMPLY THE BEST
RBCC AUST CH KABERE YAMADEMEGOFULLNINJA
Opp
STEPPENWOLF
Baby in Show
DADDYS LIL MONSTER Baby in Show
Opp
TAINO ONE OF THE
Minor in Show
LILIM
Minor in Show
Opp
WOOLOOSTAFF
Puppy in Show
DEVILS UNDENIABLE
Puppy in Show
Opp
LIKALOT SIMPLY THE
Junior in Show
BEST
Junior in Show
Opp
Intermediate in CH WILDBUNCH
Intermediate
COSMIC RUMBLE
Show
in Show
Opp
Graduate in
JONTHILL THE
Graduate in
COALMINER
Show
Show
Opp
LINWEST RIGHT SAID
Limit in Show
FRED
Limit in Show
Aus Bred in
Opp Aus
CH LIKALOT THE
KINGDOM
Show
Bred in Show
Opp
KOENDIDDA ONYA
Open in Show
BIRRI
Open in Show
Opp
CH LILROCK CANNY
Neuter in Show LASS
Neuter in
Show

ANVILHART MY BRO THE
GIGOLO
LIKALOT I AM LEGEND
(AI)
KABERE FAITH TRUST N
ANGELDUST
CH CAPILET DNT FEED
AFTA MIDNITE (AI)
ZAHARASTAFF BEAUTIFUL
CRAZY
WOOLOOSTAFF DEVILS
REIGN (AI)
STAFFLEX CLASH OF
HEARTS
TOPLOADER ROWDY
ROUSEY
CH KABERE
YAMADEMEGOFULLNINJA
CH WOOLOOSTAFF THE
DEVILS ENVY

Delighted to be invited to judge for this prestigious Australian Club, with such an enviable history.

I really enjoyed the day, great venue, impressive trophy table and hard-working committee set the
bar as to how to cater for a great event, nothing was left out, every detail catered for.
Congratulations must go to the committee, outstanding, a truly thankless job, but highly rewarding.
I’d like to thank the exhibitors, many my peers, for your entries and for valuing my opinion, also my
decisions, thank you, for allowing me the privilege of giving you all my opinion, not always popular,
but honest, and how I see it. The general vibe of the day was pleasant, and great to see,
sportsmanship alive and well, with plenty of encouragement and cheering for winners.
My steward Phillip, along with his lovely wife, they did a superb job, kept the ring moving, and
functioning well.
And lastly but most importantly the dogs, I was very pleased with the winners I found, they could
compare easily with many other lovely dogs I had the pleasure of putting my hands on in the past,
they, in my opinion, will ensure the breed stays healthy, has good direction, and has a promising
future here in Australia.
Mouths were on a whole, pleasing with only a couple of exhibits with dentition problems. Fitness
/condition could be improved as a whole, with not many hard to the touch, some waistlines were
non-existent. These dogs that once were warriors, these days spend a lot of time on the couch, in a
family environment, so easy to see how they can lose condition, however, a fit Stafford is a mentally
stable, healthy dog, and a joy to be around.
Feet needed attention on some exhibits, a good manicure and more exercise, and a look at diet for
coat condition, this is a beauty pageant, and the smallest details (feet, nails, tail trims, clean coats,
clean teeth) don’t go unnoticed, and complete the picture overall.
I wish this club, all the success in the future, with the dedication and commitment from its
committee and members will only go from strength to strength.
I encourage anyone invited to judge, to take the opportunity, a truly memorable experience.
Thank you for your Invitation.

Yours In Staffords

Jodie Sing

Baby dog (4,1)
ANVILHART MY BRO THE GIGOLO
Black Brindle with white baby. With pleasing
head shape for age, dark round eyes, ears neat,
correctly set on the head. Mouth still changing,
new teeth erupting. Alert expression, clean
skull, straight front with good pasterns. Topline
is kept on the move, although at this age
typically they are loose and floppy when
moving this little guy had it all together. Happy
baby, with plenty of potential.

Baby bitch (11,0 )
A delightful class, that was one of the harder
classes of the day to pick from, the first three
places was a hard decision as they could swap
places on any given day. Three lovely babies.
STEPPENWOLF DADDYS LIL MONSTER
Black brindle puppy
Loved her, what a beautiful baby. Appealing
feminine head with blackest of round eyes, and

BORSTAFF JACK NONE REACHER
Strikingly Marked Brindle and White Puppy.
Another lovely puppy with plenty of potential,
more substance than first place, just preferred
overall profile of first puppy. Pleasing head
shape and development at this stage, deep
through skull, dark round eyes and small, neat
rose ears finished the picture. He has plenty of
brisket that filled the hand on inspection, is
short coupled and has decent angulation, a tad
nervous and a bit of a handful for his handler,
but this will disappear with age and experience
long with the persistence and patience his
handler displayed, he will settle and get on with
it.
USHERIN STEADY ON TEDDY
White with Black head markings. Clean headed
baby with dark pigmentation, dark round eyes,
mouth still changing, ears a little flighty but set
well on head and could be due to teething so
could settle. Correct length of neck into level
topline, he kept whilst moving. Straight front,
hoping for depth and width with maturity,
plenty of bone for his size so far, level topline,
and tail set on correctly, would like more
angulation in rear.

blunt muzzle, tight lips, scissor bite, she has a
pair of neat thin leathered rose ears that frame
her head, wicked expression, plenty of
underjaw for one so young. Straight front,
plenty of bone for size, and depth of brisket
that filled your hand. She is right where she
should be as far as development for her age, a
really nice puppy, good luck with her future.
STEPPENWOLF IM BAD ITS WOT IDO
Brindle Puppy
Litter sister to first place, could have swapped
places on any day, another lovely feminine
baby, with plenty of virtues, she has an
appealing head and expression with plenty of
breed type, round dark eyes, neat pair of rose
ears, clean muzzle of good proportions, has a
tidy straight well boned front, and neat feet,
black nails. A smaller puppy than her sister but
undeniable quality, kept her top line when
moving along. Correct tail set, breeder should
be proud of breeding such a lovely pair of
puppies, congrats.
JONTHILL BUCKLE UP BUTTERCUP (AI)
Red /Black Mask.
Another promising puppy, clean headed with
appealing expression finished off with her
round dark eyes, all I would want in a puppy
this age, could swap places with first two at any
time. She has a glorious deep rich red coat,
straight front and neatest of feet with black
nails. Level top line and short coupled, her tail
set is correct, and she moved along better than
some mature dogs.She enjoyed her time out
there, her handler got the best from her .
A class I really enjoyed and could have took any
of these babies home in my bag and been a
winner myself.

USHERIN WHATS POPPIN
ANVILHART RESTING WITCH FACE
Minor dog (4,0)
Minor bitch (5,1)
LIKALOT I AM LEGEND (AI)
TAINO ONE OF THE LILIM
Black Brindle with White . Promising youngster, Black Brindle Puppy
clean unexaggerated head free from wrinkle,
Feminine, has a typical expression with plenty
dark round eyes, blackest of pigmentation, neat of breed type, she is growing well for this stage
rose ears, muzzle has width and depth with
of development, beautiful clean head, free
plenty of underjaw, scissor bite. He has a
from any excess flesh, clean lips, round dark
straight well boned front with plenty of brisket. eyes, and thin rose ears of correct size. Scissor
Longer cast in body length but maintained a
bite. She has ample bone for her frame. Spring
level topline. Neat well-padded feet with
of rib with good tuck up, dark pigmentation,
manicured nails, already possessing a strong set tightly padded feet, once settled could see she
of hindquarters, parallel hocks. Correct tail set
moved well and had a level top line. Turned out
and carried in pump handled fashion on the

move. He was a little flat, but he is a baby and
plenty o time for him to learn to enjoy himself.

in lovely condition. Short gleaming coat.
Another one I will watch with interest.

ANVILHART CAN HARDLY WAIT
Brindle puppy. Plenty of leg, larger all over
than first place, plenty of virtues, head of
decent proportions and free of exaggerations,
broad muzzle, scissor bite, ears thin and set
well on the head could settle more, time will
tell. He has width in his front, with ample bone,
hoping maturity will see more depth of brisket,
which at this stage affected the overall
appearance of his front, neat feet, dark nails,
level topline, and plenty of depth through his
hindquarters, coat short and close, he worked
well with his handler.

LEKSTON PRETTY AS A PICTURE
Brindle / White
More substance than first place, deep through
head of good proportions, wide underjaw, dark
eyes, blunt clean muzzle, neat set of ears,
ample width in front, and plenty of brisket. She
has a muscular set of hindquarters, parallel
hocks, she kept her top line whilst on the move.
Handled Well.

LEKSTON AHEAD OF THE TIMES
Brindle dog Smaller more compact puppy than
first two, balanced for size, punishing head
shape, deep through, plenty of width and
depth, abundance of underjaw. Fleshier around
the foreface than I like but it didn’t detract
from his keen expression. Dark eyes, scissor
bite, short neck into decent front, topline level,
neat well-padded feet. Generous spring of rib
would like more depth through hindquarters.
KIMBASTAFF CREATING KAOS
Puppy dog (5,1)
WOOLOOSTAFF DEVILS UNDENIABLE
Black Brindle Puppy. Immediately caught my
eye. My notes say “impressive”.
A punishing headpiece displayed on this puppy,
almost criminal for one so young. He has the
typical Stafford expression, round dark eyes
that he watches you with a quiet challenge as
not to ignore him, neat thin rose ears frame his
head to finish off the picture, it is dog on the
day for me, however I am excited to see what a
gift maturity will be with this belter. He has
plenty of underjaw housing a correct scissor
bite, and blunt muzzle. Darkest of
pigmentation, Short muscular neck into well
boned wide front, with plenty of brisket and
engine room with his spring of rib, ample tuck
up, his hindquarters already display deep welldeveloped muscled hams with second thigh
apparent, they are also sufficiently angulated,
well let down hocks propel him along with
economy of effort, tail set is correct and carried
well.
As his name states you cannot deny him, could
have taken him home, he pushed hard for the
CC, just lost out on maturity, he will have a

TIAMOSTAFF ARABIAN NIGHT
Black Brindle /White
This puppy has a pleasing head shape of correct
proportions with width and depth through
skull, blunt clean muzzle housing a correct
scissor bite. Her eyes are round, would prefer
darker, ears are thin and placed a little high on
the head and untidy. Short muscular neck into a
straight front with width, would like more
depth of brisket. Ample bone. She has a level
top line and a muscular set of hindquarters, tail
set correct. Handled well.
KIMBASTAFF JAZZ IT UP AT POWERPAWS

Puppy bitch (4,0)
KABERE FAITH TRUST N ANGELDUST
Black Brindle
Bitch of standard size, clean outline, and
pleasing profile. Her head is clean deep
through, void of exaggerations. Dark round
eyes, scissor bite. Thin leathered ears of
medium size, that sit well on the head. Plenty
of fill under the eyes. Typical expression.
Straight well boned front, ample bone for
frame, neat feet, black nails, and up on
pasterns, although longer cast in body, she kept
her topline on the move and had pleasing
angles, when viewed from all angles. Moved
with drive and purpose. A tidy package.
WOOLOOSTAFF THE DEVILS LOOKING
Black Brindle / White
Really liked the look of this bitch, breed type in
abundance. She was strong, yet retained
femininity, has a soft expression, with round
dark eyes, small, neat rose ears. Scissor bite.
She has plenty of bone for her frame, and
spring of rib, width in front, depth of brisket,
that others would envy. Her powerful
hindquarters are well angulated and muscular,
and when her confidence returns she will

successful road in front of him I have no
doubt.Congratulations to his breeder.
BOLDHART THE DEVIL STRIKES BAK
Black Brindle with White
Another puppy with an eye-catching headpiece,
clean lipped with plenty of underjaw, scissor
bite, dark round eye. Ear leathers thin and
neatly folded, framed the head to give that
typical expression. Nicely angled front and rear
assembly, well boned legs and up on pasterns,
neat tight feet. He is a tad long cast in loin but
maintained top line when moving. Unfortunate
to meet first place as another nice puppy.
SWANKY MASTER OF MISCHIEF (AI)
Three lovely puppies, another I liked, clean
headed with a wicked expression, round eyes,
would prefer darker. Ears thin and rose, well
set on the skull finished it all off. Short
muscular neck into decent front with depth of
brisket apparent and ample rib. Coat short
close and gleaming. He was up on his pasterns
and had neat feet. Hindquarters developing
nicely, tail set correct, carried well. Handled
expertly.
LIKALOT I’M A BAD BOY (AI)
Junior dog (10,1)
CH CAPILET DNT FEED AFTA MIDNITE (AI)
Athletic dog void of exaggerations. Well
defined, clean chiselled head of correct
proportions. Eye shape round, eyes dark,
scissor bite, ears rose and small and set higher
on the head. Typical expression, wide nostrils,
prominent masseter muscles developing. Has a
straight front that with maturity will see more
depth and ample bone for his frame. He was
impressive to view from all angles, coat close,
short, and gleaming, he is slightly longer cast
but still maintains his top line whilst moving,
when he settles, he holds his tail correctly, he
moved like he loves being out there which is
always nice to watch, has a great rapport with
his handler.
KOENDIDDA DOCTOR WHO (AI)
Top sized Brindle dog
Another with athletic appearance, he still
maintained balance for his size. Tight close
skinned clean dog with a head of correct
proportions with a keen alert typical
expression, eyes round, could be darker,
pigmentation ok colour of coat considered,
plenty of underjaw and clean lips, scissor bite.
He has thin ears that sit correctly. Muscular

hopefully relax enough to enjoy her
surroundings and show what she has too offer,
a beauty that wasn’t feeling it today but im
sure her day will come, would love to have put
her further up the line but temperament for me
comes first and she wasn’t happy today, she
was just starting a season, I wish her
breeder/handler luck in the future with her and
hope she learns to love the ring and display her
qualities.
TIAMOSTAFF MOULIN ROUGE
Black Brindle /White
A lovely headed bitch, blunt muzzle with plenty
of stop, width and depth, ample underjaw,
scissor bite. Round eye shape would prefer
darker, neat thin rose ears that framed the
head and finished off her typical expression
when alert. Short muscular neck into well
boned straight front, up on pasterns, well-kept
tight feet, dark nails. Level topline, she kept on
the move, short coupled, well angled
hindquarters, that are deep through and
developing second thigh, she moves with
purpose. Coat short, close, and gleaming. Well
handled.
LIKALOT SHEEZ LETHAL (AI)
Junior bitch (9,2)
LIKALOT SIMPLY THE BEST
Black /Brindle with white marking
I found what I was looking for in this bitch, right
up my street.
Beautiful feminine clean head with plenty of
muzzle and wide nostrils. Pronounced masseter
muscles. Black pigmentation, dark round eyes
that pierce straight through you, all crowned
with her neat thin rose ears. She is everything I
think a Stafford bitch should be, having
strength for size but you can clearly tell her
gender. Absolute breed type. Strong muscular
neck into a well boned and angulated front,
prominent prosternum, spring of rib, plenty of
heart and lung room, she had tuck up, her coat
was gleaming. She powered around the ring
like she owned it, I couldn’t take my eyes off
her, lovely bitch, a pleasure to go over. Tail set
correct carried pump handle fashion. Balanced
from any angle. Well deserved.
My Challenge Bitch, Best Junior, and Best
Exhibit In Show
LESARA DOIN IT IN STYLE
Black/Brindle /White.
A tidy, balanced package, this girl has a super
head that’s clean, muzzle of correct length,

short neck. Front ok. Neat well-manicured feet,
hindquarters well defined, he moved along
nicely.

plenty of width of skull and neat rose ears
placed well on the head. Eye shape is round
would prefer darker Short muscular neck into
ok front that has width but lacks depth of
KABERE GOT MY GAME FACE ON
brisket, she is short coupled has plenty of depth
Stronger headed dog than first two in class,
through her hindquarters, neat feet, strong
correct eye shape, although prefer darker, lips a pasterns, she shows very well, and her handler
little thicker, nostrils wide, plenty of fill under
gets the best from her, moves well and
the eyes, scissor bite, Short blunt muzzle. Dark
maintains her topline.
pigmentation, neck muscular and short, would
also prefer more angulation in front and depth
NEWORDER STEP BACK IN TIME
of brisket. Neat well-padded feet, coat short
Black /White
and close. Handled well.
A bitch of substance, she is strong, she
possesses what we need to maintain in our
BROHEZ FORGE OF EMPIRES (AI)
breed more than what I usually like but has
ZERACIOUS CHANGETHEGAME
obvious qualities. She has a broad deep
through chiselled head of good proportions,
blunt muzzle, ample underjaw, scissor bite,
round dark eyes, muscular neck of correct
length, strikingly marked coat short and close,
level topline, well boned legs and neat feet. Her
hindquarters deep through, parallel hocks,
moves with purpose, Handled Well.

Intermediate dog (3,0)
CH WILDBUNCH COSMIC RUMBLE
Brindle and White Pied
Masculine. Standard sized dog , balanced from
any angle, possessing substance so many
exhibits are lacking these days. Eye-catching,
possesses a strong well chiselled head, deep
through with a distinct stop and strong muzzle,
a bit fleshier than I’m used to however not
coarse or exaggerated, neat rose ears sit well in
place which he uses when alert to show off his
lovely expression. Correct scissor bite. Dark
round eyes, straight well boned front, short
coupled, level top line, which his back markings
can be deceiving at a distance to give the
illusion its not so level, but it is most certainly
is, he holds it well when he is swaggering
around the ring enjoying every second of it, a
real joy to watch. He has thick muscular
hindquarters that move parallel, well
developed second thighs. He moves with
confidence and would be impressive in any line
up. Well handled.
STAFFLEX HESKEYS JOURNEY
Black Brindle/White
Smaller more compact dog than first place, but
another with a pleasing head shape of correct
proportions. Neat thin leathered ears, dark
eyes. Scissor bite, his front is straight, would

TRIDELL FLICKA THA SWITCH
TRIFFSTAFF TICKETY BOO
Intermediate bitch (4,0)
ZAHARASTAFF BEAUTIFUL CRAZY
White /Red markings
Another one that caught my eye, she has a
beautiful feminine head of correct proportions
that is strong and appealing with round dark
eyes and clean expression. Scissor Bite.
Muscular short neck into wide front, is well
boned for her size. Best of toplines that she
kept on the move and well-defined muscular
hindquarters that she used to drive her along. A
real joy to watch. She is another that is right up
my street, she would have been further up in
the line at the end of the day, but her feet
needed attention, which affected her front as
she was a bit down in pasterns, and flat footed.
Still couldn’t deny her the class. Handled well.
CH HANDPIKD THE DUCHESS
Black Brindle/White bitch
With no exaggerations, clean head with plenty
of muzzle, wide underjaw, dark pigmentation,
round dark eyes, and neat rose ears she used
when she alerted. Scissor bite, short muscular
neck, plenty of width in front, would like more
depth, and more shoulder angulation. She
moved along nicely displaying a level topline,
correct tail carriage and drive from rear. She
was always alert and watched where I was.
Handled Well.

prefer more width, he possesses plenty of bone
for his size, short coupled, topline ok, would
prefer more hind angulation, a tidy package,
handled well.
USHERIN COVER OF DARKNESS
White /Black head markings
Smaller dog than first two in class, he has a
deep through skull of decent proportions, short
blunt muzzle, round eye shape, would prefer
darker eyes, ears although correct size and
placed well on the head, could be tidier. Large
nostrils, has ample bone for size. Well ribbed
back. Would like more front and rear
angulation, he is short coupled and maintains a
good topline when moving, another one that
enjoys his time out there.
Graduate dog (3,0)
JONTHILL THE COALMINER
Black Brindle/white Pied
Still very much a baby, this boys best friend will
be maturity. Has the recipe already to develop
into a lovely, finished dog. Standard sized,
balanced, impressive profile, looks the part
from any angle, has a pleasing head shape, neat
ears, round dark eyes. Short muscular neck into
a well ribbed, short, backed body with plenty of
bone, straight front, with depth of brisket and
spring of rib, level topline he maintains stacked
or moving. He moved with confidence, has a
great rapport with his handler. His coat is close
and short, and shone, really liked him.
LILROCK DOUBLE JEOPARDY
Black Brindle dog
Plenty of breed type. With impressive head
shape, blunt clean muzzle, eyes dark, with a
typical keen expression, scissor bite, short neck
into straight front, lacked prosternum and
depth which affected the overall front on
picture for me, but still had many virtues. He
kept a good topline whilst moving tail carried a
bit high, once settled moved along nicely for
assessment, handled well.
SWANKY GLORIOUS PURPOSE (AI)
Black Brindle with white
Pleasing profile and typical breed type on this
9-month-old boy, notes say “tidy package’. Void
of exaggerations has a clean chiselled head of
correct proportions, free of wrinkle, eye shape
round, just prefer darker, he has a straight well
boned front, at this stage of development yet
to develop width, maturity does wonder for our
breed. Neat well-padded feet with dark nails.

CH LESARA A LIL BIT FOXY
A tidy package, smaller bitch than first two
however within standard size. Pleasing outline,
well defined chiselled head free from any
exaggerations, blunt muzzle, Scissor Bite. Neat
rose ears and dark piercing eyes. She has a
compact body, level top line, muscular
hindquarters that served her well on the move.
Handled well.
STRONGSTORM BACK TO BLACK

Graduate bitch (7,0)
WOOLOOSTAFF DEVILS REIGN (AI)
Black Brindle puppy
Still has the onset of maturity too look forward
too, she has a smashing head wide and deep
with plenty of muzzle and wicked expression.
Round dark eyes that were keen and alert
taking everything in around her framed with a
beautiful set of rose ears. She really catches
your eye. Her body is still young and rangy, but
her angles are good, and she has depth through
her body, and ribcage, short coupled, top line is
level, her hindquarters are muscular for this
stage of development. Really impressed in
profile. She was a bit naughty on the move,
proving a handful for her owner, which made
her hard to assess, saw enough to know she is
sound. A real standout in the line-up, will watch
this pretty girl and how she goes on in the
future.
JONTHILL WINNIE WILDFIRE
Red/White Markings
Another lovely youngster, virtues in abundance.
Her head is clean and well-shaped, of correct
proportions, tight lips, ample underjaw. Scissor
bite. Her front is straight and true with well
ribbed back, level top line and defined,
muscular hindquarters. Neat tidy feet. Her coat
is short and close. She is feminine and has
enough bone for size, pleasing to the eye in
profile, she works as part of a team with her
handler to show her correct movement. Tail
carriage is low and correct.
LIKALOT LICENSE TO PARTY
Black Brindle/white

Tail set on correct. Handler got the best from
him.

Limit Dog (9,2)
LINWEST RIGHT SAID FRED
White, Red Markings
Top sized dog, Impressive, one that catches
your eye, free of any exaggerations, coat is
short close and skin is tight, exudes masculinity,
head has correct proportions, tight lips, scissor
bite, Dark pigmentation, round dark eyes that
stand out against a stark white coat. Ears thin, a
little untidy, but did not detract from overall
appeal. Short muscular neck into straight well
boned front with neat well-manicured feet.
Ample rib and level topline. Moved with
purpose and drive, correct tail set and carriage.
Hindquarters were hard to the touch, one of
the fittest of the day. Expertly handled.
STEPPENWOLF SYMPATHY FTH DEVIL (AI)
Brindle Dog
Standard size, with an impressive profile, deep
through body with plenty of engine room with
well sprung ribs plenty of heart and lung room,
a rarity too see these days. He has sufficient
bone for size and a masculine head that has
depth and width. His eye shape is correct,
would prefer his eye colour to be darker, still
his expression has appeal with his neat rose
ears and tight lips, scissor bite, short neck,
plenty of prosternum and depth apparent also,
with decent angulation both front and rear,
moved well both coming and going, handled
well.

Larger framed bitch than first two, lovely head
shape, she is feminine, with a clean muzzle,
round dark eyes, neat ears, correct scissor bite,
she is longer cast in body but held her top line
whilst moving alone, her feet are tight and wellmanicured .She has plenty of rib and is well
boned for size. Her hindquarters are deep
through. Tail set is correct and carried low.
ZAHARASTAFF ESMAY
KOENDIDDA FLEUR DE LA MAR
Limit bitch (6,0)
STAFFLEX CLASH OF HEARTS
Black Brindle /White.
Eye-catching. What a lovely head this bitch has,
clean, and unexaggerated, tight lips. Plenty of
breed type. Round dark eyes that pierce
through you. Her head proportions are correct.
Neatest of ears, with thin leathers. Wide
nostrils, dark pigmentation. Short muscular
neck, straight front with plenty of bone, depth
of brisket apparent from front view, neat tight
feet, she is longer cast in body and has ample
tuck up. I would prefer a stronger top line, as
she lost this on the move, but this didn’t hold
her back in this class. Coat was close and
shining, well presented. Another that worked
well with her handler.
BORSTAFF SHEZA FIREKRAKOUR
Brindle / White Pied
Standard sized bitch, a lot of appeal, feminine
with a strong head of good proportions, neat
rose ears, and round dark eyes, she has
substance without being coarse, tight neat feet,
and a wide straight front with plenty of depth.
Scissor bite, she is compact and in decent
condition, moves along well, with drive. Just
preferred number one’s expression, enjoys her
time in the ring.

PEPSTAFF THE KILLJOY
Another appealing bitch with lovely head
shape, round dark eyes, and thin leathered ears
GRAYLEIGH TAKE IT TO THE LIMIT
well placed on the head. Scissor bite. She has
White, Red Markings
plenty of underjaw, tight clean lips. Her front is
Strong headed dog with typical expression, dark well boned for her frame, she is in good
round eyes, dark pigmentation rimming his
condition, dark pigmentation and muscular
mouth, scissor bite, thin leathered rose ears
hindquarters, ample rib, her top line is ok.
finish the picture. Short muscular neck, front is Moved along well. Tail set is correct, could have
ok, down on feet as nails needed attention, he
carried it lower. Handled well.
is well ribbed, and has decent tuck up in loin,
has plenty of bone, would like more rear
GRAYLEIGH SHE’S GOT THE LOOK
angulation however doesn’t affect his
LILROCK DEVILS CALLING
movement, another that has an obvious
rapport with his owner.

KALEIDA LIGHTNIN STRIKES TWICE
BOLDHART BEST KEPT SECRET
Aust bred dog (8,1)
CH LIKALOT THE KINGDOM
Black Brindle dog
Impressed me. Breed type in abundance.
Would have pushed further in the day for top
honours but unfortunately a slight limp spoiled
his chances, and it wasn’t to be
He has a beautiful head, with a typical keen
expression, dark round eyes placed well on the
skull, neat rose ears, when alert you can see all
he has to offer, clean blunt muzzle and tight
lips. Scissor bite, darkest of pigment, liked him
in profile, plenty of power for size. His
angulation in front and rear allows him to move
and with drive and purpose, he kept his topline
while he powered along. An impressive dog I’m
sure will have many accolades in front of him.
CH KIMBASTAFF DOO YOU BELIEVE
Brindle Dog
Standard sized, well balanced. Liked this dog
also, head is of correct proportions, dark round
eyes, scissor bite, ears are thin and small and
frame his head. Nostrils wide, dark
pigmentation, he has a decent front and neat
well-padded feet with black nails. Well ribbed
back and tuck up in loin. Muscular hindquarters
with well let down hocks, moved along well and
enjoyed his time out there. I love watching the
ones that love their time out there
CH KABERE ROCK PAPER SCISSORS
Black Brindle Dog
I liked in profile also, he has plenty of depth
through body, deep brisket, and a strong
chiselled head of good proportions, lips a little
thick, round dark eyes and neat rose ears. Level
topline, plenty of depth through his
hindquarters and second thigh. Moved Ok.
Handled well.
PEPSTAFF HOW U LIKE ME NOW
SUP CH ANVILHART PRAY FOR THE WICKED

Open Dog (12,5)
KOENDIDDA ONYA BIRRI
White with Black Markings
A dog that caught my eye on entering the ring,
didn’t disappoint on closer examination, top

Aust bred bitch (12,2)
TOPLOADER ROWDY ROUSEY
Black Brindle Bitch
Of excellent breed type, she has no
exaggerations, tight clean skinned coat, she is
in fit hard condition, hard too touch. Feminine
head impressive in profile with appealing
expression. Dark round eyes, scissor bite. She
has ample bone for her frame and when settled
has a level top line. Her handler works hard
with her on the move and getting her to stand
still to be assessed. She doesn’t do herself any
favours. But on that moment that you catch her
alert and, on her toes, you cannot deny her
quality. She has plenty of turn in her
hindquarters that power her along. Another I
really liked.
CH HANDPIKD QUEEN OF DIAMONDS
White/Black Strikingly marked bitch
Is it misfortune or fortune that she is marked
with one white leg one black leg? My moneys
on fortunate, she is striking not only in colour
but a bitch I have admired from ringside for a
few years. She has a beautiful head of strength
yet remaining feminine, blunt muzzle that
houses a correct scissor bite. Round dark eyes
and neat rose ears crown her beautiful head to
finish off the picture. She has a well boned
straight front, level top line and set of well
angulated hindquarters with let-down hocks
and correct tail set/carriage. She pushed hard
for the class today but lost out of fitness, she
was handled to her advantage and has an
obvious rapport with her handler.
CH ZAHARASTAFF SHORT DENIM
White/Black Markings
A tidy package, smaller than first two, she is
compact from all angles, head has strength yet
remains feminine. Blunt clean muzzle, Scissor
bite. Dark round eyes. She has a straight well
boned front, a little stuffy in neck, level top line
and muscular hindquarters. Well ribbed back
with tuck up. Handled well.
CIZSTARSTAFF SWEET LIKE SUGAR
ZERACIOUS SECOND TO NONE
Open bitch (12,3)
CH KABERE YAMADEMEGOFULLNINJA
Black Brindle
Top Sized bitch, pleasing in profile. Feminine,
well balanced, abundance of breed type. She

sized but overall balanced, with pleasing
profile. Turned out in the fittest condition of
the day, hard as nails to touch. Quality in
abundance, represented all that a male
Staffordshire Bull Terrier should be. Wellproportioned head with distinct stop, wide
underjaw with scissor bite and large teeth
housed in a deep wide muzzle with clean tight
lips. Thin rose ears, short muscular neck into a
well angled ample boned front, up on pasterns,
neatest of feet, he has a level topline, one of his
best virtues was his movement, moved along
with drive, and purpose. Width and depth
throughout his ribcage and plenty of tuck, his
strong muscular hindquarters acted like pistons
as he propelled around the ring. His coat is
close short and tight, he was an absolute
pleasure to put my hands on, surprised he isn’t
crowned yet. An impressive Stafford, delighted
to award him Dog CC and Runner Up Best
Exhibit In Show. Congrats to his handler
/breeder.
CH STAFFLEX TAXTIME
White /Black Markings
Smaller in size than first, more of him although
without coarseness, plenty of substance
throughout his body, his head is strong, well
chiselled, fleshier than what I Like with decent
proportions, dark round eyes, ears rose, and
correct size, short muscular neck into decent
front. Short ribbed, plenty of tuck up and welldefined muscular hindquarters, short hocks,
correct tail set and carriage, he moved well,
was handled well.
MOLRU THROWING SHAPES (IMP IRL)
Black Brindle dog
Has excellent breed type, powerful head with
decent proportions, free from any
exaggerations, dark round eyes, scissor bite,
neat rose ears finished the picture., has a keen,
alert, expression, and takes it all in. Ample
substance has width in front, enough
angulation in front and rear, well ribbed back
with plenty of tuck up in loin. Tight feet. His
hindquarters are powerful, and he used them,
moved along well, with drive. His tail set is
correct although carried a bit high.
TOPLOADER MARVELOUS MARVIN
CH GRAYLEIGH JUST WING N IT
Neuter dog (2,0)
CH WOOLOOSTAFF THE DEVILS ENVY
Black Brindle Dog

has a lovely head deep through, blunt muzzle,
plenty of stop, typical expression with dark
round eyes and clean dark pigmented lips.
Correct length of neck into well angled front
with neat feet well-manicured black nails. Level
top line, barrel of rib and ample tuck up. She
moved well with drive and purpose. Level top
line, tail set correct, and carriage is typical
pump handle fashioned. Turned out in great
condition, that gave her the edge. Handled
well. Easily awarded her.
CH USHERIN IMPERIAL BLACK PEARL
Black Brindle / White
Unfortunate too meet first place, a smaller
bitch than first, standard sized, plenty of breed
type. Beautiful clean head, typical expression. A
straight front, with good angles, depth of
brisket, width and depth of rib and tuck
apparent. Neatest of feet. She has a muscular
set of hindquarters that drive her around the
ring with parallel hocks. Tail set is correct and
carried well. Her coat shone, another one I
really liked could easily exchange places with
first place on any given day. Handled well.
CH LIKALOT KINGDOMS PROTECTOR
Black Brindle
Another one from this kennel I liked, a theme
of consistency which is great to see. Feminine
Bitch, clean outline, typical head, and
expression. Dark round eyes. Scissor Bite,
ample underjaw. Her front is straight and well
boned. She is longer cast in body, I tend to
forgive that more in a bitch, but keeps a level
top line. Powerful hindquarter, and tail set
correct. Moved with purpose, was a bit flat
today.
REDLABAL BETTY BONFIRE RN
GRAND CH ZERACIOUS SUDDEN IMPACT

Neuter bitch (6,2)
CH LILROCK CANNY LASS
Black Brindle

Standard sized, compact dog with many virtues.
He has a well chiselled head of good
proportions, neat rose ears, dark round eyes,
scissor bite. Prominent cheek bumps and fill
under his eyes. Wide nostrils. Plenty of rib,
brisket and engine room. Short close coat.
Black pigmentation. Strong well-muscled
hindquarters. An impressive Stafford, liked him
a lot, told his handler pity he’s neutered, as he
would be useful for the breed, moved and
handled well.

Beautiful headed bitch that caught my eye. She
oozes breed type, clean head, tight lips, round
dark eyes. Neat rose ears frame the picture and
when alert she shows you what Stafford
expression is. OK front, would prefer more
depth, has ample bone for her frame and neat
feet with black nails. Level top line, tail set
correct. On closer look at my catalogue, I see
her son has had a good day as well. She was
handled to her advantage. Well done to her
breeder/owner.

NEUT CH KIMBASTAFF DOOIN IT SOLO
Top sized Black Brindle / White dog
With a typical head free of exaggerations. Eyes
round and dark, neat rose ears. He has a typical
expression, short muscular neck into straight
front. Neat feet, level top line, muscular well
angled hindquarters. Preferred overall balance
of first place. A happy chap.

CH BLACKSHOT POWER FAILURE
White
Another quality bitch I have also Judged before
in her younger day, she is still as I remember
even though she is older. Lovely headed bitch
with dark round eyes that never leave you.
Black eye rims. She has thin leathered rose ears
that sit well on the head. Straight front that has
width and depth. Level top line, spring of rib
with tuck, and a well-defined set of
hindquarters she uses well. A real beauty, thank
you for seeking my opinion on her again.
CH WOOLOOSTAFF THE DEVIL SENT ME
Black Brindle
Another lovely older bitch, just starting to get a
grey muzzle. Feminine and clean with dark eyes
she has an appealing typical expression. Short
neck into straight broad front, she is longer cast
in body but has a level top line which she kept
on the move. These three bitches would have
been lovely to see in their heyday thank you for
bringing them.
CH ANVILHART OOH LA LA (AI)

SBTCV restricted to breed
Obedience and rally trial
Results
Judge Graham Eades
Stewards: Pat Kilby & Gaye Todd
1st in Rally Novice - BEAURITE WICKEDLY DEVINE with a pass
No passes awarded for the following dogs but congratulations for having a go
UD
T.Ch TS.Grd Ch. RO.Ch. BORNSDORFER RUBY ROMBOLD CDX. RAE. SWN
Rally Novice
2nd Charmstaff Cast A Spell On You CA
3rd Handpikd Princess Of The Realm
4th Kaleida Get The Party Started
5th Neuter Ch Bellakuta Angus CA
SPECIAL AWARDS
Highest in rally trial - BEAURITE WICKEDLY DEVINE (pass)
Highest in obedience trial - T.Ch TS.Grd Ch. RO.Ch. BORNSDORFER RUBY ROMBOLD CDX.
RAE. SWN (NQ)
Encouragement award - HANDPIKD PRINCESS OF THE REALM (NQ)
No qualifying dogs for Brains & Beauty award

